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questions about how and why man is born and what Merit, Meaning, and Human Bondage: An Essay on Free Will: 

4 of 4 review helpful A gem By NC This is in my opinion a classic It develops basically a compatibalist account which 
takes moral responsibility and the freedom necessary for it as compatible with the truth of determinism It takes off on 
a strawsonian theme that views our moral reactive emotions such as resentment and indignation as justified on the 
particular quality of will of those who s action are under moral ev Perhaps everything we think feel and do is 
determined and humans like stones or clouds are slaves to the laws of nature Would that be a terrible state 
Philosophers who take the incompatibilist position think so arguing that a deterministic world would be one without 
moral responsibility and perhaps without true love meaningful art and real rationality But compatibilists and 
semicompatibilists argue that determinism need not worry us As long as our actions This volume is a very interesting 
and clearly written contribution to the literature on free will and determinism Choice From the Back Cover This book 
is clearly and compellingly written and highly orig 
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